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PART I 
GENERAL THEORY 
§ 2. POINT BY POINT APPROXIMATION THEOREMS 
We consider the general singular integrals defined by (1.3} where the 
kernel K satisfies the conditions: 
i) K belongs to the class L1( -oo, oo), and is a positive function, 
(A): ii) K(u) is continuous at U= 0, and K(u) is an even function of u, 
i.e. K(u)=K( -u}, 
00 
iii) (1/V2n) f K(u) du = l. 
-co 
In some theorems the kernel K must also satisfy the condition 
(B) : K ( u) is monotonely decreasing in 0 < u < oo, 
or the weaker condition that there exists a majorant K*(u) of the 
kernel K satisfying (B), i.e. the condition 
(B*): IK(u}l .;;;K*(u}, where K* E L1( -oo, oo) and satisfies the property (B). 
Another condition that the kernel K may be required to satisfy is 
00 
(C): ftp = (1/V2n) f uP K(u) du < +oo for a constant {3>0, 
0 
i.e. the {3-th moment of the kernel K is finite for a positive {3; again 
the weaker condition that only a majorant K* of K need exist 
satisfying (C). In this case we say K satisfies the condition (C*). 
Finally the kernel may also have to satisfy the condition 
(D): K(u) is of bounded variation over the whole real axis ( -oo, +oo). 
Setting 
(2.1} g(x, u)=f(x+u)+f(x-u)-2f(x) 
we may in view of (A), i)-ii) write the difference 
00 
•e(x)- f(x) = k J g(x, u) K(eu)du 
0 
(e>O). 
Lemma 2.1. Iff E £1( -oo, oo) and K satisfies the conditions of (A), 
then T 11 ( x) as a function in x exists for almost all x and belongs to L1 ( - oo, oo), 
and 
00 
(2.2) 11-reiiL, == (1/V2n) f 1-re(x)l dx.;;; !IfilL,· 
-00 
Proof. We note that if K(x) is measurable in x, then K(x-y) is 
measurable in (x, y). To show that -r11 (x) exists almost everywhere, we note 
that 
00 00 k J K(e(x-u)) lf(u)l dx=lf(u)l k J K(ey) dy = lf(u)l E L1 ( -oo, oo), 
-oo -oo 
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and thus 
00 00 I du Jn I K(e(x-u)) lf(u)l dx 
-oo -oo 
exists, and Fubini's theorem shows that 
00 00 I dx Jn I K(e(x-u)) lf(u)l du 
-oo -oo 
exists and so 'l'!!(x) exists almost everywhere and belongs to L1( -:oo, oo), 
satisfying the inequality (2.2). 
Lemma 2.2. Let the kernel K satisfy the condition (B) and also (C). 
Then 
(2.3) lim ul+fl K(u) = 0. 
utoo 
Indeed· we have 
fu .. 8 K d K( ) Ju fl - 2fl+l-l Hfl K( ) 
'IT (v) v;;;;. u v dv- 2fl+l(fJ+I) u . u , 
u/2 u/2 
and since the left hand side tends to zero as u t oo, the lemma follows. 
Theorem 2.1. Let f E L1( -oo, oo) and let K satisfy the conditions 
of (A), (B) and (C). Then at all points x for which 
h 
(2.4) f g(x, u)du = o (hl+fl), h t 0 
0 
we have 
(2.5) 
Proof. We observe that 
00 
Jf2n efl['Z'e(x)- f(x)] = f g(x, u) e1 +fl K(eu)du = 
0 
" 00 
= (f +f) g(x, u)e1+fl K(eu)du = h +/2, say. 
0 " 
For fixed x we denote 
u 
g*(u) = f g(x, v)dv. 
0 
This enables one to consider /1 as a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral and 
partial integration gives 
" " /1= f el+fl K(eu) dg*(u)=el+fl K(eb) g*(b)+ f g*(u) e~+fl du [ -K(eu)]= 
0 0 
=1~+1~, say. 
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Since g*(b) = o (c51+1l), b ~ 0, we have jg*(b)j < e bl+P for b < b0 • So for 
b.;;;; bo, we find 
II~ I = I (eb)l+P K(eb) ~;~j I < e V2n f-lp ( 1 + (J), 
since 
(2.6) ed ed ( ~)l+P [ ve K(v)dv > K(eb) J vedv = ;+,B K(eb) 
and the left hand side of inequality (2.6) is bounded for all e by V2nf-lp 
in view of condition (C). Also for b < bo we observe that 
" IIfl < e If el+P ul+P du [ -K(eu)]j 
0 
~ 
< e [(ec5)1 +1l K(eb) + (1 + (J) f e1+Pyj1 K(eu) du] 
0 
ed ed 
< e [(1+(J) f vP K(v) dv+(1+(J) f vP K(v) dv] 
0 0 
< 2e(l+(J) V2nf-lp· 
It follows that for all e, 
jilj<3e(l+fJ)V2nf-lp, b<;bo. 
We now fix the b and consider I2: 
00 
II2I < f [!t(x+u)l + lf(x-u)l + 21/(x)IJ el+P K(eu) du = I~+I~+I~, say. 
{J 
As K decreases monotonely, according to the mean value theorem 
we have 
00 00 
I~= f lf(x+u)l el+P K(eu) du < e1+1l K(eb) f lf(x+u)j du < 
{J IJ 
~ (eb)l+P K(eb) ~!IfilL,<~~ II/IlL. 
for e > (!0, upon applying lemma 2.2. 
A similar result holds for I~. For I~ we have 
I~= 2 j jf(x)l e1+P K(eu) du < 2 1~~a:)J j e1+P K(eu1 uP du 
" ~ 
- 2 If( a:) I Joo P K( ) d 2 jl2i 1/(a:)J 
- ~,8 v v v < ~,8 e, e>eo· 
ed 
Combining the above results we have 
(!PjT11(X)-f(x)j < e ~3(1+{J) ~f-lp+ ~Y:: !IfilL.+ 2~ lf(x)j~ 
for all sufficiently large !!• completing the desired :proof, 
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Tho particular case f3 = 0 of the above theorem (so that the condition 
(C) is not necessary) occurs under various forms in the existing literature 
(for which one may consult [10], p. 219, [1], p. 113 or [18], pp. 28-32). 
In this case it follows that 
(2.7) lim <q(x) = f(x) 
QtOO 
h 
at every point x where I g(x, u) du = o(h), h-), 0, i.e. the limit relation 
0 
(2.7) holds for almost all x iri ( -=,=).The case {3>0 belongs to a class 
of theorems discussed in ([4], pp. 30-34). 
In case a given kernel K do0s not satisfy the conditions (B) and (C), 
yet possesses a majorant K* satistying (B*) and (C*), it is possible to 
establish 
Theorem 2 . 2 . Let f E L 1 ( - =, =) and let K satisfy the conditions 
of (A), (B*) and (C*). Then 
h 
(2.8) I Jg(x, u)J du = o (hl+P), 
0 
implies 
Proof. Since JK(u)J ,;;;;,K*(u), we have 
00 
Jrq(x)- f(x)J < ,~I g(x, u) K*(eu) du 
V 2n o 
and the proof is similar to that of theorem 2.1; for the function g*(u) 
u 
one now uses g**(u) =I Jg(x, v)J dv = o(ul+P). 
0 
It is important to note that theorem 2.1 (as well as 2.2) is of interest 
only in case 0 < f3,;;;;, 2. This is essentially disclosed by the following lemma 
Lemma 2.3. Iff is continuous throughout an interval and if at every 
point of that interval 
(2.] 0) 1 h lim li,3 I g(x, u) du = 0, 
h-+0 0 
then f is a linear function thrmtghout that interval. 
"' Proof. Setting F(x) =I f(u) du, then 
0 
F(x+h)-F(x-h)_ 2f( )=!Ih ( )d. h X h g X, U U, 
0 
thus the condition (2.10) is equivalent to 
lim~ [F(x+h)-F(x-h)-2hF'(x)] = 0 
h->-.0 
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for all x in the interval. According to a known result (cf. [8], p. 138) 
this implies that F is a quadratic function and so f is a linear function 1) 
in x in the interval. 
Theorem 2.3. Let f ELt(-oo, oo) and let K satisfy the conditions 
of (A), (B*) and (0*). Then 
h 
(2.11) f ig(x, u)i du = O(h1+fl) 
0 
implies 
(2.12) 
A slight modification of the proof of the previous theorems gives the 
result. 
We note that an analogous theorem holds in case the kernel satisfies 
(A), (B) and (C). 
It is to be remarked that the conclusion (2.12) of theorem 2.~ holds 
at every point x where (2.11) is satisfied. The large-0 term in (2.12) 
(as well as the small-o term in (2.5)) depends on x and f(x), as oan be seen 
from the estimation for II in the proof of theorem 2.1. 
§ 3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE t'l?(x). 
The objective here is to consider an asymptotic expansion of t'Q(x) for 
large e both locally and globally. In the former case we prove: 
Theorem 3.1. Let f ELt(-oo, oo) and let K satisfy the conditions 
of (A). 
a) If the moment Ill of K is finite and f is bounded on ( -oo, oo), then 
at every point xo where the first derivative f'(xo) exists we have 
(3.1) lim e[TQ(xo)-f(xo)] = 0. 
etoo 
b) If the k even moments fl2, fl4, ••• , fl21c are finite and f is bounded on 
( -oo, oo), then at every point xo where the 2k-th derivative f<2Tc>(xo) exists, 
(3.2) lim e2k ['t'(l(xo)- f(xo)- 2/cil ~ "':: f<2i) (xo)] =--.!., fl21c f<2Tc>(xo). (/too i-1 (2~). e (2k). 
Proof. a) At every point xo where f'(xo) exists, follows 
f(xo + u) = f(xo) + u [f'(xo) + n(u)], 
where for a given e > 0, we can find a b > 0 such that lui< b implies 
1 ) It is to be noted that lemma 2.3 is related to the well-known theorem of 
H. A. Schwarz. For results in this direction one may see: P. L. BuTZER and W. 
KozAKIEWICZ, On the Riemann derivatives for integrable fw10tions1 Can. J, M~~h. 
6, 572-581 (1954). 
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I1J(u)i<s; and aim I1J(u)I<M for all u. It follows that 
00 
V2n [re(xo)-f(xo)] = e J [f(xo+u)-j(xo)] K(eu) dn = 
-oo 
00 00 
= e J uf'(xo)K(eu)du+e J U1J(u)K(ett)du 
-00 
-oo 
6 00 
= 2e (J + J) u17(u) K(eu) du =It +I2. 
0 6 
Now for all (! and lui< o we have 
I I oo 2ee )l2n ]1 < 2se J u K(eu) du < --2 - fll· 
o e 
Fixing the o, then for e >eo 
oo 2eM oo 2M j/2n II2I < 2eM J u K(eu) du = - 2 J v K(v) dv < s. 
6 e de • e 
since fll is finite. It follows that for (!-;;;,eo 
(! l•e(xo)- f(xo)l < s (2M+ 2t-tl), 
establishing part a). 
b) Since j(2k) (x0 ) exists, we find by Taylor's theorem that 
t _ ~ (u-xo)i j(i) (u-x0)2k ( (u)- i~-i-!- (xo)+ (2k)! 'YJ u), 
where n(u) converges to zero for u-+ x0 and is bounded for all u. Thus 
k u2i . u2k f(xo +u) + f(xo- u)- 2/(xo) = 2 ;~ (2i)! j<2%l(xo) + 2 (2k)! J.(u), 
where J.(u)=1J(Xo+u)+n(xo-u). We now write 
_ ook~ oo~ 
V2n [ <e(xo)- f(xo)] = 2e J i~ (2i)! j<2i)(xo) K(eu) du + 2e J (2k)! J.(u) K(eu) du 
=It +I2, say. 
Now 
- ~ j(2il(xo) oo 2i - .~ ~ P,2i f<2ll(xo) 
I1-2/:1 (2i)! e_~u K(eu)du-2v2ni-:-1 e21 ( 2i)!. 
As regards I 2, to every s > 0 there exists a o > 0 such that I J.( u) I < e for 
all 0 <lui< o. Also IJ.(u)l < M, all u. We find 
6 oo u2k 
I2 = 2e(J + j) (2k)! J.(u)K(eu)du = I~+I~, say. 
For lui< o we note that 
I I II 00J u2k 2e )l2n P,2k 
. 2 < 2ee \1 (2k)!K(eu)du = (2k)! e2k' 
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Fixing the c5 > 0, finally for all e >eo. 
II21 2 M oof u2k K( ) d - 2eM f"" 2k K( ) d 2V2'nM 2 <:; (! (2k) I (!U U - 2/c+l V V V < 2/c 8, 
d • l? de l? 
since /k2k is finite. 
In the case f is infinitely often differentiable at xo, an asymptotic 
representation (in the sense of Poincare) of the given singular integral 
exists. More precisely, we have as an immediate application of the above 
theorem 
Corollary 3.1. Let f EL1(-oo, oo), K satisfy (A), and let each even 
moment f-tz, f-t4, f.l6, ... of K be finite. If f is bounded on (- oo, oo) and each 
even derivative f<Zk>(xo) (k= l, 2, 3, ... )exists, then the expansion (3.2) holds 
for every k = l, 2, 3, ... ; or in the usual symbolic notation 
(3.3) ( ) /( ) 2 ~ 1 /J2i /(2i) ( ) <e xo .......- xo + .r:::.., (2 .) 1 u xo . i=l ~ . l? 
As is to be noted, a sufficient condition for the existence of this expansion 
is the existence of all even moments t-tzk of the kernel K. 
If we introduce the modulus of continuity of the function f 
w(o) =sup lf(xi)-f(x2j, for lx1-x2! < !5, 
and denote the modulus of continuity of the derivative f<i) by wt(b), we 
may establish the global representation theorem: 
Theorem 3.2. Let fELl (oo, oo) and let K satisfy (A). 
a) · If the moments /kl and /k2 are finite and if f' exists and is continuous 
on ( -oo, oo) with modulus of continuity w1(o), then 
•e(x) = f(x) + 81(£?), where ls1(e)l < 2(t-ti +t-tz) wl(l/e). 
l? 
b) If the moments f-t2, f-t4, ... , /k2k, /k2k+l are finite and if f<2k> exists 
and is continuous on ( -oo, oo) with modulus of continuity w2k(b), then 
(3.4) 
k ( ) - f( ) 2 "" _I_ /J2i j(2i) ( ) _.!._ ( ) 0e X - X + .r:::.., (2 ') 1 2i X + 2k 82k (! ' 
i=l ~ • l? l? 
where 
(3.5) 
Proof. We prove part b) only, as the proof of a) is similar although 
much simpler. Since f<2k) exists and is continuous we may, in view of 
Taylor's theorem, write 
k u2i-I k u2i f(x+u)-f(x) = L . I f<21-l)(x)+ L -. /(2i)(x) 
i=l(2J-l). i=l(2~)! 
+ (;:~! [f<2kl(O)- f<2kl(x)], (x<O<x+u). 
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Since for real A.> 0 it is known that Wt(A.b) <(A.+ 1 )rut( J), we have 
ll<2k>(O)-I<2k>(x)l < wzs (10-xl) < (1+elul) wz~c (1/e). 
It follows that 
- oo k u2i-1 
V2n [r(>(x)-l(x)] = e I .L (2"-1)! 1<21-l)(x) K(eu) du 
-oo 1=1 1 
oo k u2i oo u2k 
+e I :L -. I 1(2i)(x) K(eu) du+ e I -, [/(2k)(0)- 1(2k)(x)] K(eu) du 
-00 i=l ( 2'~-l· -00 (2k). 
= /1 +lz+/3, say. 
Since the integrand of the first integral 11 is odd, /1 vanishes. Also 
Moreover 
I - 2 ~ f<2il(x) I"" 2i K( ) d - ? ~ )l2;i /L2i 1<2t>( ) 2- i:; (2i)! flo U (JU U- .. i=1(2i)!e2i X. 
00 
1131 < 2 wz~c(1/e) (2~)! J u2k (1 + f! luJ) K(eu) du 
2 . s )l2;i )l2;i t 
= (2k)! w2~c(1/e)? (!ik flzk + e21c flzk+l S. 
Our conclusion readily follows on putting 13 =e-2" sz~c(e). 
We remark that the bounds for the s2~c(e) as given by (3.5) are in-
dependent of x and thus the expansion for the rll(x) as given by (3.4) 
holds uniformly in x in ( -oo, oo). In this manner then, the latter theorem 
is entirely distinct from that of theorem 3.1, where the expansion (3.2) 
for r(>(xo) holds only point by point, i.e. at every point Xo where l<2">(xo) 
exists. 
4. LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF THE 'tll(x) 
In case k= 1, theorem 3.1 a) gives that if l"(xo)i=O the difference 
r(>(xo)- l(xo) is exactly of order O(e-2); this degree of approximation 
cannot be improved even if higher derivatives of I exist at xo. But we 
would overcome this difficulty if we could somehow successively remove 
the derivatives 1<2>(x), l<4>(x), ... 1(2k)(x) in the expansion (3.2) or (3.4). 
This we propose to do by constructing successive linear combinations of 
the integrals rll(x) which remove the derivatives in question, one at a 
time, in the sense that the first combination removes the first term i = 1 
in the expansion (3.4), the second linear combination which in turn is a 
linear combination of the first combination, removes the second term in 
(3.4), and so forth. Thus under the hypothesis of theorem 3.2 b), we 
finally hope to obtain a linear combination of the re(x) so that the 
approximation to I by this combination is of order O(e-2" W2Jc(1/e)). 
We define 
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Under the hypotheses of theorem 3.2 b), we easily obtain for the combi-
nation %~2l(x) that: 
k 
(4.I) ;t~2l(x)- f(x) = .~ (2:}! ;;: [2.7.)21 -I J f<2il(x) +O(e~ w2k(I/e)) 
where the large-0 is independent of x (depending only on k and of course 
the kernel K). In this sum of course the first term i =I vanishes. From 
this follows the result : 
Lemma 4.1. Iff E L1 ( -oo, oo) and K satisfies (A) and if fli. fl2, p,a 
are finite, then 
(4.2) JJ%~21 (x)-f(x)l!/) = sup J%~21 (x)-f(x)J = 0(~ W2(I/e)), 
-oo<a:<oo e 
provided f" is continuous on (- oo, oo) with modulus w2( <5). 
We now define 
%~4l(x) = 2 ~~}-e(x)- %~2l(x) 
which may be written in the alternate version 
( 4.3) %~41(x) = 4 l'z<'l.+'l,>e(x)- 2 r 2•t,C!(x)- 2 r 2•toe(x) + Te(x), 
expressing the fact that %~4l(x) is a linear combination of the given 
rC!(x). We note that the sum of the coefficients of this combination equals 
one. 
In general, we define by induction for l= I, 2, 3, ... 
(4.4) 
which may again be written, just like ( 4.3) in the case l = 2, as a linear 
combination of 2Z terms of the re{x). The sum of the coefficients of this 
combination equals one. The leading term of this combination is 
I 1 ( 4.5) 21rz!l<ll11 (x), where p(l) = L 2i. 
i=l 
Lemma 4. 2. Suppose the assumptions on f, K and the fli are the 
same as those of theorem 3.2 b). Then, for l.;;;,k 
(4.6) 
k ! %~2Jl(x)- f(x) = L (2~)' "':: /(2il(x) rr [(2'/2 )2i- I]+ 0 (Ife2k W2k(I/e)), •-~ ~ · e 1-1 ' 1 
where the first l terms of the series vanish. 
From this we obtain the general result: 
Theorem 4.I. Let f E L1 ( -oo, oo) and let K satisfy (A). If the 
1) The hypothesis f e L1 (- oo, oo) is needed to assure that TC!(x) e L1 (- oo, oo) 
(by lemma 2.1). Yet we may still consider convergence in the 0-norm as f" is 
also assumed continuous on (-oo,oo). Since feLt(-oo,oo)·O(-oo,oo), f is 
continuous on (- oo, oo) and f(x)--+- 0 as x--+- ± oo. 
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moments fl2, fl4, ... flzk, fl2k+l are finite and f<2kl(x) exists and is continuous 
on ( -=, =) having modulus of continuity W2k(<5), then 
ll%~2kl(x)- f(x) 11. = 0 (11!k wzk(1/e)). 
Here we note that the large-0 is independent of x. 
Corollary 4 .1. Let the assumptions on f, K and the fli be the same 
as above, except that j(2kl(x) exists and belongs to the class Lip eX, 
0< eX< 1, uniformly in ( -=, =). Then 
The concept of successive linear combinations has already been previ-
ously employed by the writer [5] in connection with a problem on 
Bernstein polynomials. 
5. VARIOUS REPRESENTATIONS FOR THE -r11(x) 
The two cases that f is periodic or non-periodic respectively, are now 
treated separately. In the first, let f be periodic with period 2n, defined 
in the interval ( -n, +n) with Fourier series 
(5.1) 
where the c. are the Fourier coefficients defined by 
-"' 
c.= (1/J/2n) I f(u) e-i•u du. 
-:n 
We define the Fourier transform x of the kernel K satisfying (A) by 
00 
x(v) = (1/~) I K(u) e-itmdu, 
-co 
in notation x(v)=~[K(u)]. 
Since K satisfies (A), we have that x exists for every v and is a bounded 
and uniformly continuous function of v in -=<v<= with lx(v)j < 1 
and x(O)= 1. 
As a first form of representation of r 11 (x) we shall give a Fourier series 
type expansion from which an important inequality may be deduced. 
Theorem 5 . 1. Let f be any integrable and periodic function with 
period 2n, having Fourier series (5.1). Let the kernel K satisfy the conditions 
of (A) as well as (D) of § 2. Then 
a) The singular integral 't11 (x) may be represented as 
(5.2) 
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b) The inequality 
(5.3) I cA [ 1-X(~) J I < (1/ y'2n) -~ if(x)- re(x) I dx, (e > 0) 
holds for each integer A (negative or positive). 
Proof. To establish part a) of this theorem, we shall apply the 
following theorem of HARDY 1) [12]: 
Lemma 5.1. Let f satisfy the same assumptions as those of theorem 
5.1. If g E L1 ( -oo, oo) and is of bounded variation over ( -oo, oo), then 
00 " 00 f f(u) g(u) du = lim (1jy'2n) L c~ f g(u) e•"" du, 
-oo n-+oo ,= -n -oo 
and under the given hypothesis the right hand side converges. 
Letting K take the place of the function g in this lemma, we find, 
since K satisfies (D), that 
which is the desired representation. 
To prove b), let the Fourier coefficients of the difference f(x)- re(x) be 
denoted by d •. Under the given assumptions these exist and 
" dA = (1/v'2n) f [f(x)-re(x)] e-•'""dx 
= c-<- (1/v'2n) -~ 1/V2n ~ •=~oo x(~) c. e•·"'~ e-''""dx 
= c;.- (1/2n) J x(~) c" e•<A--<)"'dx = cA[ 1-x(~)J. 
-n e e 
Thus we have 
I CA [ 1-x(~)J I < (1/v'2n) -~ if(x)- Te(x)l dx 
for each integral A, which is the desired inequality. 
One may remark that part a) of the above theorem gives that iff is 
a given function having the properties of the theorem and K is a given 
kernel satisfying the conditions (A) and (D), the singular integral Te(x) 
can also be obtained by introducing the multiplier x(v/e) into the Fourier 
1) For this theorem one may consult ZYGMUND [21, p. 160]. 
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series of f.l) This fact, as well as the method of proof of part a) is known 
(compare e.g. [1], p. 119). However, the inequality (5.3) in this genera} 
form is new and will be of primary importance in Part II. 
We now consider the case in which f is a (non-periodic) function of 
class L1 (- oo, oo) with the corresponding representation theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Let f EL1 (-oo, oo) and let K satisfy the conditions 
of (A). Then 
a) The singular integral -r!1(x) may be represented as 
(5.4) -r11 (x) = (1/ V2n) j x(!:) <p(v) e•'IIZ dv, 
-00 !! 
where <p is the Fourier transform of the function f, provided in addition 
that f also belongs to L2 ( -oo, oo) 2) and that K satisfies (D). 
b) For each real l the inequality 
(5.5) 
holds. 
Proof. Part a). In this part we apply the generalized Parseval's 
formula for Fourier transforms (e.g. [9], p. 249) which holds provided 
not only that f and K E L1 (- oo oo) but also that f and K E ~ (- oo, oo ). 
But since K satisfies (A) and (D), it belongs to L2 ( -oo, oo). Part a) then 
follows immediately. 
Part b). Since f and K ELl( -oo,oo), according to Lemma 2.1 of§ 2, 
-r11(x) exists almost everywhere and is of class L1 ( -oo, oo). Setting up the 
Fourier transform of -r11 (x) we observe that 
00 00 00 
(1/V'2n) J -r11(x) e-tZxdx = {1/V'2n) J dx e-ux (1/V'2n) J f(u)e K(e(x-u)) du 
-oo -oo -oo 
00 00 
= (1/2n) J dx J e K(e(x-u)) e-tz<x-u> f(u) e-au du 
-oo -co 
00 00 (l) 
= (1/V2n) J du f(u) e-tzu {1/V2n) J e K(ex) e-Uxdx = <p(l) X -
-oo -oo !! 
and the justification follows from Fubini's theorem just as in the proof 
of lemma 2.1 except that K(e(x-u)) e-a<x-u> f(u) e-au takes the place of 
K(e(x-u)) f(u). 
For the Fourier transform of f(x) --r11(x) we have, in view of the above, 
that 
00 00 
(1/V'2n) J [f(x) --r11(x)] e-Ux dx = <p(l)- (1/V'2n) J -r11 (x) e-Ux dx = 
-oo -oo 
1) In this case we may also consider T11(:v) as a method of summation of the 
Fourier series off with summation function x(v/e). 
2) This condition is certainly satisfied if I e L1 (- oo, oo) and I is bounded on 
the entire real axis. 
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The inequality of b) then follows ~nd the proof of the th.eorem is complete. 
The analogy between theore~s 5.1 and 5.2 is the same analogy that 
exists between the Fourier coeffic~e!lts c. and the Folll'ier transforms 
<p(v), and again between the F0urier series (5.1) and the Fourier integral 
00 
(5.6) 0/~) J p(v) ett1~ dv. 
-oo 
A comparison between formulas (5.4) and (5.6) gives that Te(x) can be 
interpreted as a summability method of the Fourier integral off, with 
summation function x(vfe). 
It is to be noted that in the proof of inequality ( 5.5), one does not need 
the additional assumption that f belongs to L2 (- oo, oo) or that K satis-
fies (D) as was the case for the relation (5.4). The inequality (5.5) is the 
basis to the Fourier transform method which is to be applied to 
approximation theory in Part II. 
(To be continued) 
